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Dominant white and red
I/I dominant white can not block red
pigment fully either, where it only
makes it lighter. For a hobby colour
like ‘chamois’ (also illogically called
buff laced) which is gold black-laced,
with hetero- or homozygous
dominant white added, so gold white-
laced. You can breed this colour with
I/I too when red is intensified. This
can be done by mahogany (Mh) a red
booster. Yet, the gold part of
‘chamois’ needs to be tweaked now
and then and is crossed to gold
black- or blue- or splash-laced again.

I/i+ heterozygous dominant white
combined with red (gold s+) is known
from the hobbyname 'pyle', this
leaves red pigment almost unaltered
and only blocks black. However, even
black is not fully blocked, you always
see some splatters and sometimes
even a part of a feather is skipped by
I/I and is black.

Dominant white leaky 1 - the tap
drips black splatters
We see this in the ‘pyle’ varieties, it is
used for this purpose to invert black
into white. You can use this for
spangled, mille fleur, laced, etc
Although not very efficient in all
cases, one can solve splatters by
‘dominantwhiting’ splash for example.

Normal heterozygous dominant
white splatters. On a pyle (e+, s+,
I/i+) Twenthe fowl (kraaikoppe).
Dominant white leaky 1, the tap
drips black splatters.

Left: I/i+ dominant
white off-colour Silkie

wing, right: khaki
Vogtländer wing.

Heterozygous dominant white with low expression (low as in not capable of blocking all black
pigment in one dose) is not the same as homozygous dun colour hobby name khaki (I^D/I^D).
Leaky heterozygous (I/i+) dominant white on black can look almost the same as khaki.
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Dun (I^D) is another allele of dominant white
This explains the similarity in colour shade when dominant white in one
dose is not capable of blocking black pigment fully.
Dun-colour in one dose (I/I^D) gives dark brown, in two doses it gives a
khaki colour. Dun colour is of a colder brown compared to recessive sex-
linked choc. You can see this allele as a more limited blocker of black
pigment. Blocking more when homozygous (khaki). This is not how it
works of course, there is really something different in this allele, it is not a
weakened version of dominant white, it only looks like this.
Red pigment is not affected by dun. In inheritance, you can see dun colour
like blue. Blue and dark brown dun, and splash and khaki are comparable
for expression in heterozygous (blue, dun) and homozygous (splash, khaki)
state.
Below is the full photo of the dominant white off-coloured Silkie and the
khaki Vogtländer on a dark winter day.

This reduces black splattering greatly.
You are totally rid of splatters if you
use khaki. However, this is illogical
when you are making a reverse black
or blue. Now you have blocked the
leakiness of dominant white in a gold
variety with a pattern.

How do you block splatters in a solid
coloured dominant white chicken, for
example a white Leghorn? First make
is solid black, no red (s+) visible or
make it silver which is white too,
leaking ground colour isn’t a problem
then. Add blue, add cuckoo, that
helps to reduce splatters in splash.
And scientists found dun colour in a
laboratory line of white Leghorns. So
make cuckoo splash khaki dominant
white and there you are.

Dominant white leaky 2 - tap not
fully closed, tiny stream and drip
splatters
This is a descriptive concept how to
explain when dominant white doesn't
splatter solid black drops but just
constantly lets a tiny bit of black
pigment through as in a tiny stream or
spray. As if dominant white has the
tap of black not fully closed with now
and then a drop of black coming out
of it. A little stream of black pigment
comes through all the time. Black
pigment spreads through the keratin
of the feather and looks like a fine
spray. It bleeds black pigment just
like it can do with red pigment in
homozygous dominant white birds.
Now and then there might be a drop
too, a splatter. And yes, it mimics the
khaki shade if there is no dun in the
bird and only dominant white.
Khaki splatters too a little, you can
see this sometimes on the underside
of the tail feathers, but this is way
less obvious compared to black
leakage in heterozygous dominant
white.

You can compare this dominant white
off-colour with the bleeding through
of red pigment, which is much lighter
too when I/I is present. Dominant
white is much more efficient in
blocking black pigment. The off-
colour is bleeding through of black

pigment all the time. It might take on
a liver colour when both black and
red are present.

Gene expression
There is not much more to say to this.
Check out the photos, this dominant

white off-colour caught my eye years
ago so I made quite a few photos of
it. It was brought to my attention
around 2004 when the first paint
Silkies popped up and those had this
off-colour. It was possible to breed it
out quite easily: use the ones without
it not the off-coloured ones.
Over the years more genetics papers
were published on gene expression.
Although super logical I didn’t make
the connection immediately and only
thought in ‘full genes’ as we know
them. However, ‘our’ genes consist of
many more processes of other genes
to get a certain phenotype. Lots of
other processes are involved. I always
thought of ‘our’ genes as in switches
which could only be turned on or off
and nothing in between. When gene
expression was acknowledged it
opened up a world of possibilities:
tweaking genes was possible by
altering the expression of all the other
genes that causes ‘our’ simple genes
to do what they did. As with a volume
knob, a gene can be turned louder or
quieter. You can pump up a gene to
the max in expression and silence it
by selecting less expression, because
there is of course no physical knob to
tweak. It became clear that
autosomal red could become almost
black, but also beige depending on

the underlying functions
that make autosomal red
do what it does. All the
shades of blue were
explained too, from
powdery pigeon grey to
midnight blue, which was
easily mistaken for black.
That is how the blue paint
Silkies appeared, a
midnight blue mistaken for
black. What knob to turn
exactly to get ‘our’ simple
blue gene to become
lighter or darker, nobody
knows, science neither.
Fact is there are many
reasons for genes to
express more or less.
Adaption to the
environment is one of them.
The ability to cope with
heat for example. And
when tweaking one gene,
another trait can be
influenced too, think of big
meat on a fragile skeleton
in broilers.
The existence (fact) of gene
expression explained so
much. Add to this the
difference between cocks
and hens in gene
expression, hormones or as

Here two Owlbeards,
gold white-uncivilised
spangled. The one on
the left has a clean’ish
I/i+ tail and the other
has the off-colour. It is
not so that certain
colours are more
prone to go ‘off
colour’ than others.

Although it is not necessary to have
the off-colour in dominant white,
some breeds are more prone to it.
This could be a lack of enough
‘clean’ animals, or not seeing it, or
not caring about it. It was seen 20
years ago too only they were set
back in points. The off-colour is not a
male thingie. You can see that in the
Silkie on the previous page and also
below, the Antwerp hen in
heterozygous dominant white - mille
fleur. Or buff mottled or whatever the
hobby name in whatever language
may be.
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I like to call ‘nature’ which express
the influence of colour genes. Hens
‘want’ to be always darker on their
backs and in their saddle because
‘nature’ wants it to have them a camo
colour as ground brooder. The
expression of black pigment on a hen
is darker compared to her brother.
The ‘if, then’ thinking is only
observation of the whole species:
chicken. It should answer the many
‘why’ questions, sort of, because
nobody has all the knowledge (in the
world).

What is gene expression?
Keep in mind that ‘our’ simpe genes
contain loads of other genes having
to function in a certain way in order to
give ‘our’ gene’s phenotype.
‘Our’ genes are only ground level,
which is visible from the street.
There is a whole lot of more going on
in the basement, there are multiple
floors in the foundation. You need a
study in molecular genetics to grasp
what happens there. When someone
there flips a switch on or off, it has
consequences for what we see, yet
we don’t know that switch. When you
flip the switch of the simple gene,
well, you know what happens.

Explanation of gene expression:
https://www.genome.gov/genetics-
glossary/Gene-Expression

Left a heterozygous dominant white
wing and a khaki wing, the same of

the first page, just separated.
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Above: one of the first
paint Silkies. He is I/i+
and because black
Silkie cocks leak
ground colour in
hackle (here gold) and
also sometimes on the
shoulders, he looks a
bit dirty. Including his
off-colour, compared
to a recessive white
above it.
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